
  

Bothies: What are they? 

And why should I care? 

  

  

  



 

What’s it all about? 

Bothies. You probably don’t give them much thought. 

They’re empty buildings, generally in the middle of 

nowhere, that walkers can use to stay in. 

A bothy is an open shelter free to anyone to use, 

whether to stop in by for a break, for shelter from the 

weather or to stay for the night. 

It’s going to be basic – very basic sometimes – maybe 

just with four walls and a roof, with sleeping and 

seating both on the concrete or wooden floor. You 

won’t find a warden there to keep an eye on how 

people behave or to check you leave it in good order. 

It’s very easy to get the impression that bothies aren’t looked after, and are just abandoned shells that belong to 

everyone to do with whatever they like. “There’s no wood for the fire, but that bench isn’t important, we can burn 

that. If we don’t then someone else will...” 

So let’s get some things straight. 

Bothies DON’T belong to everyone. They are the property of the landowner, and they are leased out under a legal 

agreement to the people or organisations that look after them. 

They may be basic but their remoteness means they can still take a lot of looking after and it is very definitely NOT a 

case of anything goes when you use a bothy, whether it’s to stay there overnight or just stopping to get out of the 

weather a bit while passing through. 

Most bothies are looked after by the Mountain Bothies Association (MBA), which is a charity set up to maintain 

these bothies and which relies entirely on volunteers to do all the work. 

The MBA has produced a Code of Conduct, which is printed here. Basically, it boils down to this: you should treat 

bothies, and the people you may meet there, with respect. Always remember, even when no-one else is there, you 

are just a visitor in a property which does not belong to you.  

 
Tigh Seamus Dubh a Ghlinne, in Glen Duror 



Rubbish 

When you’re walking through the hills rubbish can be 

a bit of a problem. Sometimes it can be messy or 

smelly and you’re not keen to put it into your 

rucksack, where it could leak out onto your kit. The 

answer, however, is not to leave it in a bothy – even if 

you see someone else has left rubbish there before 

you. 

Rubbish left in a bothy will just lie until someone 

comes to take it away, getting smellier by the day and 

attracting vermin. By the time someone has told the 

MBA there is rubbish in a bothy, and by the time a 

volunteer has managed to get time to walk in there, 

that rubbish may have lain for several weeks. 

In the meantime, visitors think the bothy is not looked after and are less inclined to treat it with respect and more 

inclined to leave their own rubbish too, making things even worse. And they’ll have to take it out in their rucksack, 

only it’ll be even more unpleasant than when you first turned your nose up at it. 

The best way to deal with rubbish is to plan for it before you leave home. 

When you plan out your food for the expedition think also about what waste you’ll be left with. You should make 

sure you have some means of carrying it through until the end of the expedition when you can dispose of it properly. 

You might want to wash out any pouches or receptacles once you’ve used them so that they don’t start to smell or 

leak in your rucksack. 

Spare food/equipment 

In a well-planned expedition you shouldn’t have any spare food other than any emergency ration you’ve decided to 

carry. If you do end up with more food than you’re going to eat then chalk it up to experience, but take it home 

again. Don’t leave it in a bothy. 

There used to be a tradition of leaving some spare food in a bothy. But please don’t do this. 

The myth of the starving hiker, saved from starvation by that tin of beans left in the bothy, is just that: a myth. So 

much of the food people leave in bothies is perishable and will soon go ‘off’. Even long-lasting food is all too often in 

plastic or foil bags, which can – and will – be chewed through by mice. Most bothies have mice – either in or around 

– and leaving food encourages them, allows them to breed more and to become a nuisance and a health hazard. 

Very much the same applies to clothes and equipment. With the cost of much camping equipment lower than it’s 

ever been, some people are willing to abandon it in the interests of reducing weight, perhaps kidding themselves on 

that the sleeping bag they can’t be bothered carrying will come in useful to someone else. In fact that sleeping bag 

will get dirtier the longer it lies and probably become home to bugs and vermin. 

In short, if you carried it in, then carry it out.  

 



Graffiti 

Again, please don’t do this. You wouldn’t scrawl or carve your name 

on the wall when you visit a friend, so don’t do it when you visit a 

bothy. It may seem harmless, and someone may have ‘made their 

mark’ before you, but the more graffiti you see in a bothy the less 

cared for it looks, and the easier it is for the next person to treat it 

badly. A lack of respect that starts with rubbish and graffiti can very 

easily – and has in the past – lead eventually to vandalism and 

destruction. 

What do I do if I find rubbish/damage in a bothy? 

If you arrive at a bothy and find rubbish there, then the most helpful thing to do is burn what you can (if there is a 

fireplace or stove) and carry out what will not burn. If you’re not able to carry out any rubbish you find, then the 

next best thing is to contact the MBA to let them know of the situation. You can leave a bothy report via the MBA 

website, which will be passed on to the people who look after that bothy. 

Remember, though, some people may leave much of their food and equipment in a bothy while they climb a hill, and 

will be returning that night. So if you are in any doubt at all about whether something is abandoned or is being 

returned for, leave it alone and report it to the MBA, with a note that you’re not sure whether it is abandoned. 

Is that all? 

It’s certainly a help. You might eventually think about become involved with the work of the MBA, but just by 

treating bothies with respect, by taking the trouble to learn how they work and how best to behave, and by 

encouraging other visitors to do the same, you are already making a significant contribution to this important 

resource for the hill-walking community you are part of. 

  

 



Toilet tips 

When nature calls... we normally simply go to the toilet. 

But when we have called on nature – and nature calls – things 

are never quite so simple, especially when you’re staying in or 

camping beside a bothy. 

There’s excellent advice on going to the toilet in the great 

outdoors on the website of the Mountaineering Council of 

Scotland, both here 

http://www.mcofs.org.uk/assets/access/where-to-go-

leaflet.asp.pdf and, as part of a very good booklet on Minimal 

Impact Mountaineering, here http://www.mcofs.org.uk/assets/mcs%20brochure%20091210%20final.pdf  

But what about when you’re camping beside a bothy? 

Few bothies have toilet facilities, so it’s a case of ‘pick up the spade and walk’. Go at least a couple of hundred 

metres from the bothy, keep well away from water courses, and bury your deposit.  

Be considerate, too, when washing pots, socks etc by going downstream from the place where folk draw drinking 

water. Wash your stuff away from the burn and then pour the waste water on the ground where it cannot flow 

directly back to the water course. 

Some bothies do have toilets but, especially when you are following a popular route, a little advance research is in 

order. Some toilets, such as at Bob Scott’s Bothy in the Cairngorms, near to Derry Lodge, have a septic tank toilet. 

This has limited capacity and was installed some 30 years ago to cope with only a fraction of the number of people 

who use the area nowadays.  

Further into the Cairngorms, Corrour Bothy has a composting toilet but, again, use is very heavy in this popular area 

and already, during the summer months, volunteers have to walk all the way in from the nearest road every four 

weeks to clean and change the waste bags. 

If you are camping near a bothy with a toilet it may seem to make sense to use the toilet rather than increase 

pollution in the area around, but where capacity is limited you may be doing more harm than good, so it makes 

sense, and is good manners, to check the situation in advance as part of your expedition planning or to consider 

camping in a different area further away from ‘the crowds’. 
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So how did they get there? 

Bothies come in all shapes and sizes but the one thing almost all have in common is that they’re away out in the 

middle of nowhere. 

So how did they get there? Who built them? And why? 

There are almost as many different answers to that as there are bothies, and all tell stories about how people have 

lived, worked and travelled in the hills over the centuries. 

Very few bothies have been built specially for walkers. Most have had a previous use, perhaps as a farmhouse or 

croft, but one, Peanmeanach Bothy, which sits amidst a long abandoned and ruined village on the west coast, was at 

one time the village Post Office! 

Another popular bothy, Corrour, halfway through the Lairig Ghru 

pass in the Cairngorms, was a deer watcher’s house. This was in the 

Victorian era, at the high water mark of the sporting estate, but 

when shooting guests still had to rely on foot or pony to get into the 

hills to shoot their deer. The deer watcher was employed by the 

estate to live through the summer in this even then remote location 

to keep track of deer movements so that when shooting guests 

arrived he could take them to the best corries to shoot their deer. 

He would also act as a deterrent for any poachers. A man would live 

there through the week, walking back to the village of Braemar on a 

Saturday afternoon to get fresh supplies before walking back out to 

his lonely vigil on the Sunday. 

After the First World War the building fell into disuse and its gradual transformation to bothy was similar to that of 

many other remote abandoned buildings. Hill-walkers started to use it for shelter and it gradually disappeared up its 

own chimney. When it had been used by the deer watcher it had pine floor and ceiling, and the walls were lined with 

pine – not to mention a dividing wall, a box bed and a large armchair. Walkers treated the building as an abandoned 

ruin, with no thought for the future, and gradually burnt everything burnable. By the late 1930s it was being 

described as ruinous and by the late 1940s it was in danger of collapse. 

There was no Mountain Bothies Association then, and it was the Cairngorm Club which came to the rescue. It got the 

agreement of the landowner and built a buttress against the chimney gable to prevent it collapsing, then reroofed 

the building (they did it well – it’s the same aluminium roof that keeps the rain out to this day) and put in a new 

window and door. 

Over the decades it remained that basic empty shell, with just hard-packed earth as a floor. 

The Mountain Bothy Association was formed in 1965 and two years later took over maintenance of Corrour Bothy 

but even then little changed for many years other than a concrete floor going in. 

The bothy you see on the site now, complete with toilet, insulation, wooden floor and wood-lined walls, an 

improved fireplace and an opening window, not to mention the internal storm porch, was created over two years in 

2005-6. Almost 50 volunteers put in over 200 working days to create what you see now and, because the toilet 

needs constant maintenance, volunteers must walk in there at least once a month through the summer and almost 

as often, in all weathers, right through the winter. 

Like all bothies, Corrour may no longer be used for its original purpose, but it is far from being abandoned. 
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The life savers 

There’s a tiny wee bothy in a remote location. It really is tiny, too. You can only stand up straight in the middle of the 

floor and by the time you have four people lying in their sleeping bags all the space is taken up, save an unfloored 

spot at the door, big enough for a below average sized child to lie. 

But this tiny bothy has more than once proved a real lifesaver. 

On one occasion a prominent Scottish mountaineer recalled: “I remember a night at Easter 1978 when three of us 

were staying in the bothy in deteriorating weather. As the evening progressed, parties kept arriving in increasing 

stages of distress until there were 10 in it. When another two arrived at 11pm in a state of near collapse to find 

every inch of floor space occupied and still asked if there was room yet – the only spot was a puddle on the floor 

near the entrance – there was no way you could say no.” 

It’s a story that says two things about Scotland’s bothies.  

The first is the principle that “there’s always room for one more”. No-one has exclusive rights to a bothy and, far 

from trying to keep others out, there’s a strong ethos of people helping each other out and sharing stories and 

advice. 

The second is that bothies really can save lives. 

Heather Morning, a member of the Cairngorm Mountain 

Rescue Team, tells the story of two experienced walkers 

delayed by deep, soft snow and forced to take a longer route 

because of extreme weather on the higher tops. 

She says: “The snow was deep, progress was slow and the 

boys were carrying heavy rucksacks. It was late afternoon and 

the light was already fading when they reached the crossing 

at the River Avon, well behind schedule. The river was a 

mixture of frozen ice and icy water. Gerry slipped while 

crossing and was soaked to the skin. The boys sensibly made 

the decision to stop, get out of their wet clothes, get into 

sleeping bags and get a brew and warm food. The Fords of 

Avon Refuge (just metres from the crossing) provided the vital shelter they needed.” 

Similar stories could be told about so many bothies, providing what is perhaps the only shelter for miles around in 

areas where weather conditions can be ferocious – even in summer. And that’s an important reason why everyone 

who uses bothies should leave them in at least as good a state as they found them, to help ensure their continued 

survival and perhaps ensure the survival of fellow mountaineers in desperate need. 
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Learn more 

To learn more about the amount of work that goes into keeping bothies open, read these tales about the complete 

replacement of one bothy – the Fords of Avon Refuge – when volunteers rebuilt an important refuge over the course 

of two and a half days, then had an epic walk out. 

https://cairngormwanderer.wordpress.com/2011/08/28/escape-from-the-fords-of-avon/  

https://cairngormwanderer.wordpress.com/2011/09/01/fords-of-avon-refuge-rebuilt/  

The Mountain Bothies Association has a website which gives information about all its 100 or so bothies and allows 

you help its work by making reports on what condition you find a bothy in. 

http://www.mountainbothies.org.uk/index.asp  
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The Bothy Code 

The Bothies maintained by the MBA are available by courtesy of the owners. Please respect this privilege. 

Please record your visit in the bothy logbook if one is provided. 

Note that bothies are used entirely at your own risk 

Respect Other Users 

Please leave the bothy clean and tidy with dry kindling for the next visitors. Make other visitors welcome. If they are 

not MBA members set a good example. 

Respect the Bothy 

Tell us about any accidental damage. Don't leave graffiti or vandalise the bothy. Please take out all rubbish which 

you can't burn. Avoid burying rubbish; this pollutes the environment. Please don't leave perishable food as this 

attracts vermin. Guard against fire risk and ensure the fire is out before you leave. Make sure the doors and windows 

are properly closed when you leave. 

Respect the Surroundings 

If there is no toilet at the bothy please bury human waste out of sight. Use the spade provided, keep well away from 

the water supply and never use the vicinity of the bothy as a toilet. 

Never cut live wood or damage estate property. Use fuel sparingly. 

Respect Agreement with the Estate 

Please observe any restrictions on use of the bothy, for example during stag stalking or at lambing time. Please 

remember bothies are available for short stays only. The owner's permission must be obtained if you intend an 

extended stay. 

Respect the Restriction On Numbers 

Because of overcrowding and lack of facilities, large groups (6 or more) should not use a bothy nor camp near a 

bothy without first seeking permission from the owner. 

 Bothies are not available for commercial groups. 

 

 

 


